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Key: F

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

Chords used:
Dm -   xx0231
Bb -   x13331
F -    133211
C -    x32010
Gm -   355333
Bbm -  x13321
A -    x02220

In this song, Alida Marroni sings!!! hahaha

Intro: Dm-A-Dm-Bb x2

Verse 1:
Dm         A            Dm
  I found another naked moment
Dm         A            Dm
  a new forever kind of love
Gm             C              Dm
  i traced the sunrise, rode upon it
Bb           A            Dm
  and wrote another song about it

Refrain:
Dm       C              Bb
  in the sun and in the rain 
           A              Dm
and in the day and in the night
C        Bb     A 
  i will always find you



Interlude: Dm

Verse 2:
Dm                A            Dm
  you re tired of keeping us together
Dm            A               Dm
  i m pushing harder for your heart
Gm              C               Dm
  you could not bear to face it sober
Bb           A           Dm
  my love is pulling us apart

(Repeat Refrain)

Chorus:
           F            Dm
(because i) still wanna love you
Bb               C
  still feel the same tonight
F                    Dm
  i m still dreaming of you
            Gm Bbm C
still wanna try

Interlude: Dm

Verse 3:
Dm           A            Dm
  i m barely keeping it together
Dm             A                Dm
  this hurt is harder than your heart
Gm              C               Dm
  how could you say that it was over
Bb          A           Dm
  we didn t even get a start

(Repeat Refrain and Chorus)

Interlude: Dm-A-Dm-Bb x2

Bridge:
Dm
  just tell me who 
              A



would want me now
you ve taken part
         Dm
of who i am
just tell me who
           C
would even look
     Bb
at a ruined shell
      Dm
who s hanging
by a string
           A
of all the empty 
words you speak
     Dm
i ll listen to them 
                C
till the end of time
just keep your 
Bb
face in front of mine

(Repeat Refrain and Chorus twice)


